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Security Aspects in Mobile Cloud Social Network Services G. K. Panda, B. K. Tripathy, S. K. Jha Abstract—Social networking is increasingly becoming a popular means of social communication for online users. Associated services are evolving in the affiliated areas. The trend is also true for offline scenarios where people use their mobile phones to social network with nearby buddies.The power of cloud computing services in Mobile Social networking is an evolving paradigm with tremendous momentum, but its unique aspects exacerbate security and privacy challenges. This article explores the roadblocks and solutions to provide a trustworthy environment. Index Terms— Anonymization, Mobile Social Network Services, Privacy, Social Network



1 INTRODUCTION



A



S the ability to collect and store information about every single action in life has grown, huge amounts of individual information are now recorded in database systems. The record keeping power of computers and the advancement of internet technology brought global users onto a common platform irrespective to various socio-economic-geographical barriers and evoled with the novel concept, Social Networking (SoN). With the wide availability of online services and ease of connectivity, SoN services have gained a significant portion of the consumer market in the past few years. Moreover with the wide availability of portable devices like mobile handsets, PDAs, etc., another form of revolution in services has gained its popularity and named as Mobile Social Network (MSoN) services. MSoN [5, 10] is a virtual community for individuals of similar interest to being connected with mobile devices and has been paid much attention to academia and industry. The service has become lucative with the current mobile technology, where users find more mobility. This boosts for more appealing mobile internet applications and services, and have been provided by Internet Service Providers (ISP), telecom operators and even created by ordinary users, developers and facilators. We believe that it is the new Internet technologies such as mobile widget, cloud computing, ubiquitous computing and mashup technology that flourish the Internet world. Neverthless MSoN services are faced with a



number of challenges, inherent to the mobile devices. These include low computation power, limited bandwidth and storage space. Location based services [10] is dominating as one of the main services in current M-commerce.Where the location of the service requrester is calculated with the help of technologies such as GPS and then passed with the user’s service request to the service provider. The service provider then responds to the user taking into account the mobile user’s location. For example, tourist guides, navigational information, location sensitive billing etc. Despite these uses and their worldwide popularity, especially among youth, they have acquired a poor reputation for privacy and news stories frequently highlight the dangers of online disclosure. Knowledge discovery and wild publication from on-line personal data is a serious concern [12]. Knowledge of people's locations, along with their preferences can enable a variety of useful location-based services, but public disclosure of an individual's movements over time can have serious consequences for privacy. These fears include targeted scams, identify theft, cyber-bullying, stalking and child solicitation. The rest of the article is organized as follows: in sectin 2 we analyze the services related to SoN, MSoN and MCSoN. Then in section 3, we discussed the possible security problems in MCSoN. In section 4, we analyze related concepts of prevention to the security aspects. The ideas introduced in Section 5 will likely expand in applicability as social networks are extended ———————————————— into the mobile space and cloud computing. Fi G.K. Panda is with Department of CSE and IT, M.I.T.S. Rayagada 765017, nally, future work and conclusions are discussed Orissa, India. E-mail: gkpmail@ sify.com. and presented in the last section.  B. K. Tripathy is with School of Computing Sc. & Engg., VIT University, Vellore, 632014, India. E-mail: [email protected].  S. K. Jha is a Research Scholar in the Department of Computer Science, Magadh University, India, E-mail: [email protected].
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2 EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL NETWORK SERVICES 2.1 Social Network Service Social Network Service (SoNS) is person-centric, activity-based, open-community services aimed to link people and maintain relationships among them. A SoNS (Figure 1) is an evolving web 2.0 based online service, platform or site that focuses on making and maintaining of social networks or social relations among people who share some common interests or activities. It essentially consist of a representation of each user, his/her social links and a variety of additional interesting services. Most SoNS are web based and provide means for users to interact over the Internet, such as e-mail and instant messaging.



SoNS is a multi-dimensional space that provides diversities of social activities as services to collect people-centric activities/informations together. Popular SoNS sites, such as Facebook, twitter, myspace, Linkedin, Ning, classmates, hi5, friendster, orkut and many more are the basic carriers of such multi-dimensional space which aims at shaping a virtual society reflecting people’s real life and status in daily life. SoNS sites also embody and visualize the social relationships among people and based on their social relationships performed on varieties of activities. In addition, SoNS provides a large amount of small social activities which is simple, enriched with interactions and clear topics based real-time system. Generally speaking, the main objective of SoNS is to provide a service platform and an open-source of information protocols/regulations to establish e-relationships and maintain them social intact.



Because of these activities, SoNS has become a popular media (TABLE 1) for researchers that efficiently transfer information, which is controllable, considerable and a true reflection of people’s offline social relationships having a commitment to connect people across the globe. TABLE 1 POPULARITY OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES Social Networking Sites



SNS Users (%) Male Female



Monthly Visitors



Facebook Twitter MySpace LinkedIn Ning TAGGED classmates hi5 Friendster Google Buzz Nexopia Orkut Yahoo! 360



39.8 3.5 6.2 1.8 1.5 1.3 4.5 4.4 7.6 1.8 3.5 8.5 2.7



550,000,000 95,800,000 80,500,000 50,000,000 42,000,000 30,000,000 29,000,000 27,000,000 5,000,000 30,000 317,520 4,500,000 40,000



5.0 4.0 8.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 8.0 5.0 0.0



SoNS and Blog are two promising services and have been dominating as Internet services in the era of Web2.0.To understand the essential concept of SoNS and the reason for its popularity, it is necessary to make comparisons between them (TABLE 2) with some highlighted points. TABLE 2 COMPARISON BETWEEN SONS AND BLOG Attibutes Links between Users User’s profile Service types New event broadcast Recommendation Third party App Popular sites Service Access



Security and Privacy



Web 2.0 Apps SoNS



BLOG



Strong Rich Multiple Yes Based on friends Yes facebook Wired & Wireless Network Controlled



Week Poor Single No Based on topics No wordpress Wired Network



Open



2.2 Mobile Social Network Service Mobile Social Network Service (MSoNS) is a person/machine-centric, activity-based an opencommunity service to connect people with the help of mobile devices. MSoNS has a demand of following four distinct and broad aspects to possess its services in coming years [3, 15]: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Activity-based Mobility and Context-based Rely on mobile devices Open platform



MSoNS takes the mobility of mobile devices into account, which enlarges the traditional SoNS platform and enriches the SoNS by providing mobile services. MSoNS fundamentally creates a different kind of activities in mobile scenarios with mobile phones and wi-fi systems. The capabilities of mobile and wi-fi devices will be made best use of to provide a definitely different service experience to the MSoN users in coming decades. MSoNS relies on mobile devices to deliver general social services and context services with an objective to make enlarge and enrich the traditional SoNS in shaping of a more intelligent and personalized MSoNS. Besides it also provides open APIs to develop more third party mobile social applications to connecting people and maintain the relationship between them. The MSoN market is best described as emrging. With a very large number of startups and unformed business models shaped loosely around Internet based equivalents, the mobile social networking industry has a long way to go before it reaches maturity and mass adoption. MSoN is garnering a great deal of interest from mobile operators, hardware vendors, ISPs and major brands as a means of connecting users, reducing churn, enabling advertising revenues and facilitating access to other forms of mobile content. In simplest form, the mobility in SoNS is the MSoNS. However, MSoNS has its own inherent features different from SNS and can not be just considered as the tailored version of the SoNS. We make an analytical difference (TABLE 3) between them.



TABLE 3 COMPARISON BETWEEN SONS AND MSONS Attibutes Platform Services



Network Scenario Network Clients Personalized Open API Security



Web 2.0 Apps SoNS



MSoNS



Facebook, Myspace Activity based SoNS



Twitter, Jaiku



Static Wired Desktop browser Limited Yes (Facebook) F8) Controlled



Location/Context based dynamic/ Interactive SoNS Dynamic Wireless Mobile Browser/Spcific client Abundant Yes (Twitter API) Loose



Obviously, MSoNS introduces a lot of new features not supported by the current system, so changes to the current architecture are inevitable. We want to limit the discussions on services of MSoNS. Essentially, since both social networking and mobile usage are ubiquitous and growing, the overlapping demographics will generate plenty of new opportunities to mobile social networking in the coming years. Due to mobile phones limitations (such as small screens, limited keyboards and often poor network connectivity), the native sophisticated interfaces and rich media content offered by social networks cannot be entirely duplicated on mobile devices. However, the so-called “smartphones” have become quite sophisticated in the features they provide and offer serious processing power to software applications. They may include global positioning system (GPS) tracking devices and music players, and could supply valuable user information to social networks, such as geographical location coordinates or listening habits. As these devices add features, phones become a morecomplete repository for personal data linked to a single individual. The benefits that mobile social networking can bring in terms of enhanced location awareness and availability need to be balanced with the responsibility inherent of these features and the specific user’s requirements for personal privacy.
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2.3 Mobile Cloud Social Network Services In this section, we will analyze the possible future Mobile Cloud Social Network Services (MCSoNS) which is an integration of MSoN services and cloud Internet services.The Research and Markets analysis [21] strongly represents some dominant applications of MCSoN services for the coming decade including technologies, market characteristics and forecasts. MCSoN is an important paradigm, with the potential to significantly reduce the performance costs through optimization and increased operating and economic efficiencies. Furthermore, this could significantly enhance collaboration, agility and scale, thus enabling a truly global computing model over the MSoN. According to the US National Institute of Standards and Technology [22] “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model promotes availability and is composed of five essential characteristics, three delivey models and four deployment models”. We would like to refer the basics in nut shells. A more detailed description of cloud computing can be found in [25,26] The five key characteristics of cloud computing include on-demand self-service, ubiquitous network access, location-independent resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services. Cloud service providers control and optimize the use of computing resources through automated resource allocation, load balancing and metering tools. The three key cloud delivery models are software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Cloud deployment models include public, private, community, and hybrid clouds. Public clouds are external and accessible to multiple tenants, whereas private clouds are typically tailored environments with dedicated virtualized resources for particular organizations. Similarly, community clouds are tailored for particular groups of customers The forecasting report [23] comprises with two broad areas of services namely, Enterprise Mobile cloud application and Consumer based cloud applications on the mobile. It also explores the means of deploying cloud based applications including thin clients (software programmes



which rely on the cloud to process/deliver the application on the handset), browser based applications and future service opportunities like SaaS, PaaS and IaaS (Figure 2).



Current applications like Apple’s MobileMe, Microsoft Window’s Azure and HP’s Adaptive Infrastructure in Amazon Web Services are reflections of SaaS, PaaS and Iaas respectively. It highlights the promising allied revenue generating applications in the area of Online Games, Lifestyle and Healthcare, Education and Reference, Multimedia and Entertainment, Finance and Productivity and Social Networking. One of the most important issues in MCSoN service is the privacy of the user’s information, especially when they are remotely connected with mobile devices. According to a global survey of senior exectives [24], it is found a top threat to organizational information security which comes from the cloud, mobile devices and social networking. The poll, Borderless security: Ernst & Young’s 2010 Global Information Security Survey, questioned nearly 1600 senior executives in 56 countries and found 60 percent perceive increased risk from use of cloud computing services, personal mobile devices at work and employee activity on social networks. According to sources, nearly two-third (64 percent) of respondents said data protectin was one of the top challenges generated by these technologies. Most (52 pecent) said the use of personal devices was the main source of data leakage. Another majority (53 percent) opinion held that workforce mobility had created a considerable challenge to information security. According to Jose Granado, Ernst & Young Americas practice leader for information security service, “The combination of more mobility, increased social access to information and outsourcing to the cloud requires a change in traditional information sercurity paradigms”.



3 SECURITY AND PRIVACY PROBLEMS IN MCSON SERVICES



Based on our survey and investigation results, we demonstrate security and privacy risks in MCSoN as an identity by showing different threats resulting from such behaviors in cloud computing and mobility of Social networks. Applications running on or being developed for cloud computing platforms for Mobile Social Network shall have various security and privacy challenges depending on the delivery and deployment models. In Saas, the cloud providers enable and provide application software as on-demand services. Because clients acquire and use software components from different providers, crucial issues include securely composing them and ensuring that information handled by these composed services is well protectd. In IaaS, the cloud provider supplies a set of virtualized infrastructural components such as virtual machines (VMs) and storage on which customers can build and run applications. The application will eventually reside on the VM and the virtual operating system. Issues such as trusting the VM image, hardening hosts, and securing inter-host communication are critical areas in IaaS. PaaS enables programming environments to access and utilize additional application building blocks. Such programming environments have a visible impact on the application architecture, such as constraints on which services the application can request from an OS. A PaaS environment might limit access to well-defined parts of the file system, thus requiring a fine-grained authorization service. Third party cloud providers and mobile service providers must share the responsibility for security and privacy in MCSoN, but sharing levels will differ for different delivery models, which in turn affect cloud extensibility. In SaaS, providers typically enable services with a large number of integrated features, resulting in less extensibility for customers. Providers are more responsible for the security and privacy of application services, more so in public than private clouds where the client organization might have stringent security requirements and provide the needed enforcement services. Private clouds could also demand more extensibility to accommodate customized requirements. Iaas is the most extensible delivery model and provides few application-like features. It is expected that the mobile service provider of



MCSoN make secure to the user’s operating systems, applications and content. The third party cloud provider still must provide some basic, low-level data protection capabilities. In PaaS, the goal is to enable users to build their own applications on top of the platforms provided. Thus, Mobile service providers in MCSoN are primarily responsible for protecting the applications they build and run on the platforms. Providers are then responsible for isolating the customer’s applications and workspaces from one another. The rapid development of mobile Internet services prompts the office users to use online office services (Google Doc) instead of desktop office software, online social services (Facebook, Linkedin) to engage in social activities, online information boards (Twitter) to post their business products, online shopping (Amazon) to do their purchasing, online research boards and many more allied sectors. The security and privacy problems have also grown along with these newer and open Internet services. In order to use the online services and applications, users typically need to create accounts including usernames and passwords. The username-based identity and the related password problems, because of online user behaviors have been a focus of research studies for quite some time [3, 4, 5, 9 ]. In MCSoN, as the location of the user need to be transmitted with the user request, the most important issue for a user is location privacy. Hence it arises for some methodology to preserve location privacy of the user. To cite an example, suppose that the system finds out that the user goes out a center for cancer treatment, it can then infer that he is diagnosed with cancer. By finding out this piece of information, very private information is revealed. As another example, the system recognizes that a user has been in a specific shopping center that provides some specific spoting goods; it may then annoy the user by sending targeted advertisements to the user. In [10] the impacts are mentioned in three categories: Location-based spam, Personal safety, Intrusive inference. The privacy can be achieved on specifying policies on location privacy between the user and the system, focusing on the location data itself and hiding the location before it is sent to the system. In addition, since MCSoN attract billions of users who might represent potential victims and represent a very desirable target to mass attackers.
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4 RELATED WORK ON PRESERVING PRIVACY 4.1 Why to Preserve Privacy in Public Although knowledge is a public good and leaks to its immediate neighborhood, there are important linguistic, social and cognitive barriers for knowledge diffusion across different social groups. These barriers can impede knowledge from being transferred to whoever may need this knowledge. Because of the great complexity and diversity of society, these social barriers are much more difficult to overcome than those that exist in the inner spaces of companies and institutions. Additionally these barriers are often invisible to most people, including policy makers and development program designers. To formulate into a problem, privacy of knowledge may be leaked if a social network is released improperly to public. We have experienced the fact that when an individual, organization or a social group innovates successfully, the knowledge on which that progress is based becomes visible, at least partially, in the immediate neighborhood. As time goes on, such progress is understood and copied. There is a need of a systematic method to anonymize the social network data before it is released. Privacy on Social networking sites can be undermined by many factors. For example, users may disclose personal information, sites may not take adequate steps to protect user privacy and third parties frequently use information posted on Social networks for a variety of purposes. However, the data sets most often considered in anonymization research usually take the form of a table with set of attributes. This data set is convenient for many reasons, including its simplicity, but also contains (and doesn’t contain) representative data types that are important to anonymization. First, it does not contain any unique identiﬁers such as Social Security numbers. The ﬁrst step in anonymizing a data set is removing the unique identiﬁers. The data set also contains a set of quasi-identiﬁers (Data may be considered a quasi-identiﬁer if it can be matched with other data and external to the data set which maps to some unique identiﬁer). The re-identiﬁcation attack consists of matching a set of quasi-identiﬁers from an anonymized data set to a public data set (such as census or voting records) effectively de-anonymizing the anonymous data set. It is important to note that quasi-identiﬁers are assumed to be public (or pos-



sibly public) by deﬁnition and as such are not the primary data to be protected. The data that are to be protected from re-identiﬁcation are termed sensitive attributes. Sensitive attributes are not assumed to be publicly associated with a unique identiﬁer and as such their relationship to the quasi-identiﬁers within a data set is what concerns most anonymity deﬁnitions. In most research examples health conditions or disease attributes are considered sensitive attributes. A set of sensitive attributes that share the same set of quasi-identiﬁers are, together with their quasi-identiﬁer set, called an equivalence class. For example, the health conditions associated with 60 year old males living in a particular zip code would be an equivalence class.



4.2 Anonymity Definitions k-Anonymity [7] states that a data set is kanonymous if every equivalence class is of size k (includes at least k records). However, it was observed that if the sensitive attribute was the same for all records in an equivalence class then the size of the equivalence class did not provide anonymity since mapping a unique identiﬁer to the equivalence class was sufﬁcient to also map it to the sensitive attribute; this is called attribute disclosure. p-sensitivity [20] was suggested to defend against attribute disclosure while complementing k-anonymity. It states that along with kanonymity there must also be at least p different values for each sensitive attribute within a given equivalence class. In this case, an attacker that mapped a unique identiﬁer to an equivalence class would have at least p different values from which only one correctly applied to the unique identiﬁer. One weakness of p-sensitivity is that the size and diversity of the anonymized data set is limited to the diversity of values in the sensitive attribute. If the values of the sensitive attribute are not uniformly distributed across the equivalence classes there will be signiﬁcant data loss even for small p values. l-diversity [1] was suggested to prevent attribute disclosure through either requiring a minimum of “entropy” in the values of the sensitive attribute or by placing a minimum and maximum on how often a particular value may occur within an equivalence class. While preventing direct attribute disclosure such an anonymization may result in the distribution of sensitive attribute values being signiﬁcantly skewed. If the distribution of a sensitive



attribute is known, this knowledge could be used to calculate the probability of a particular sensitive attribute value being associated with a unique identiﬁer. For instance, while only 5/1000 records in a data set contain a particular disease, there may exist an equivalence class in the anonymized data set for which half the records contain the disease, implying that members of the equivalence class are 20 times more likely to have the disease. t-closeness [11] approaches the problem of skewness by bounding the distance between the distribution of sensitive attribute values in the entire data set and their distribution within each equivalence class. The problem (or trade-off) with t-closeness is that it achieves anonymity by limiting the statistical difference between equivalence classes and in doing so minimizes any interesting correlations or statistics that could be drawn from the anonymized data set. Furthermore, it is not clear that there is any efﬁcient way to enforce t-closeness on a large data set. Defending against skewness attacks presents a paradox-data sets are useful because they contain correlations that say something about the world outside of the data set, which is what a skewness attack does. In this sense the utility of a data set and its danger to privacy are correlated. Skewness attacks should therefore be approached practically, considering the nature of the sensitive attributes in terms of the danger of their compromise and the utility they provide by being released. Multi-Dimensional k-Anonymity [6] proposes a more ﬂexible approach to k-anonymity in which equivalence classes are clustered or generalized across a table in more than one dimension. This ﬂexibility allows for a higher degree of optimization than simply generalizing each column of a database separately. While optimizing the selection of equivalence classes is NPhard, a greedy approximation algorithm for multi-dimensional k-anonymity has been shown to outper-form exhaustive optimal algorithms for a single dimension. Differential Privacy [2] takes a different perspective on privacy. Most interestingly, it assumes an interactive database model in which, as opposed to a non-interactive microdata release, the data collector provides an interface through which users may query and receive answers. This model ﬁts that currently used by many social network APIs and is much more



practical for the types of data use associated with social networks. However, differential privacy focuses primarily on statistical databases, the queries on which are answered with added noise which guarantees a maximum level of danger to the privacy of anyone participating in the database. The difﬁculty in applying this to social networks is in appropriately measuring or deﬁning “noise” in a way that meaningfully integrates with the data’s use by social network applications. In [12,13,16,17,18] initiatives have been made to work out best suitable algorithms using rough set based anonymization techniques in Social networks so that any database having precise or imprecise heterogeneous data can be anonymized before its publication while managing both k-anonymity as well as l-diversity property.



5 ANONYMITY IN MCSON SERVICES For real-time requirements and security detection performance of a prevention system in services like MCSoN, detection methods related to security aspects should achieve a rapid detection. For the detection efficiency of a prevention system, detection methods should have a high detection rate. In this section, we introduce the anonymization techniques with distinct k-anonymity and ldiversity properties in cloud based clusters and implemented algorithms like cluster_adjustment algorithm and cluster_ldiversity algorithm in the kernel layer to mitigate the problems of the security discussed in the section 3. In [19] an efficient clustering algorithm called MMeR (Min Mean Roughness) algorithm was introduced, which takes care of heterogenous data that is both numeric and categorical data. It has been established that this clustering algorithm is the most efficient among all the clustering algorithms developed so far. We reuse this clustering algorithm instead of the clustering stage algorithm of OKA [8]. It improves the performance of the OKA algorithm and also, impreciseness in data could be handled. Also, this approach transforms the algorithm into the best among all the k-means algorithms. At least 3 directions of improvement have been mentioned by Lin et al. Out of these, one proposal is to improve the adjustment stage. We have achieved this through the following steps:
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In the OKA algorithm, excess records from the clusers having more than k records are taken out, basing upon their distance from the centroid and are collected. These records are added to the clusters having less than k records to make up their size to k. If any additional record still remains unassigned then these are added to their nearest clusters. This adds to the complexity of the algorithm. However, it is clear that these records are closer to their parent clusters. So, we kept the cluster identity alogn with every record taken out and return the excess records to their parent clusters. This change makes the adjustment stage more efficient. We tried to handle the small cluster problem in the following manner. In fact, we propose for merging of the records in clusters of size less than k/2 to the clusters of size lying between k/2 and k. While doing this we find the nearest cluster among those are suitable. This is done before step 1 above so that the number of record transfers and distance comparisons become less. The modification has two advantages. First, we don’t have to transfer too many records to make up the size of the small clusters. Next, the sizes of the clusters having cardinality lying between k/2 and k, have been improved so that the number of transfers of records from clusters having size greater than k is very much reduced. We find that the distinct l-diversity algorithm [ GKP 6] has some problems in it. The clusters having diversity less than l are taken one at a time and are compared with those having diversity at least l. If some records are found in the later clusters, which have sensitive attribute values which are not there in the first cluster then two such clusters are swapped. This process may lead to the following problems: 1. If the number of such records is only one in the second cluster then the swapping may reduce its diversity. 2. Also, the swapping can not be carried out with any tuple of the first cluster. If we change a record with count of sensitive attribute value ‘one’ then the diversity of the first cluster shall not increase. It is observed that, some of the clusters which do not have the required l -diversity at the end of the swapping of records between the set of clusters which satisfy l -diversity and those which do not, can be adjusted among



themselves to achieve the required diversity. So, we go for one pass for such adjustments. For further optimization, we merge these clusters with the nearest cluster satisfying l-diversity.



5.1 The Cluster Adjustment Algorithm The cluster_adjustement algorithm [Lin] for the second stage takes the outputs of the first stage and applies a procedure using which the clusters having less than k elements are compensated with elements taken from those clusters which have more than k elements. However, after adding suitable number of elements to make the number of elements in all the clusters more than k, the rest of the elements if any are again distributed among all the clusters such thata they are placed in the clusters to which they are closest. But, it increases more processing time. It is clear from the first stage that the elements are clearly closest to the clusters from which they haven chosen. So the algorithm can be modified to take care of the return of the excess elements if any to their parent clusters. We present the revised algorithm as follows: Algorithm 1 cluster_adjustment( partitioning P) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24:



for each cluster P  P with |P | < k/2 do S= S  P while ( S   ) do if P  cluster_Pi and k/2P then i k closest_cluster += Srecord_r else closest_cluster_P += Srecord_r end of while for each cluster P  P with |P | > k do Sort(P_record) by distance to centroid of P while (|P | > k) do r  P_record farthest from centroid of P P: = P \ {r}; R: = R  {r} and c = Index(P) end of while end of for while(R  Ø) do select R(record_r) R: = R \ {R(record_r)} if cluster_Pi  P and Pi  k then closest _cluster_P += record_r Else cluster_Pc += record_r end if end of while



5.1 The Cluster l Diversity Algorithm After the completion of adjustement stage, the following algorithm is to be used to achieve l diversity in the clusters: Let P be the matrix of frequencies of attribute values, whose columns correspond to the clusters and rows correspond to the different attribute values in the domain of the sensitive attribute. The last row contains the diversity values (di) for the clusters (equal to the number of non-zero values in the corresponding column). The entries in P other than those in the last row contain frequencies of attribute values in the cluster. The input to this algorithm is the set of clusters formed after adjustment stage (m in number) and the output is clusters satisfying l-diversity. Algorithm 2 cluster_ ldiversity( partitioning P) 1: 2: 3: 4:



5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10:



11: 12: 13:



Sort_asc( P[sens_attr][ clusters]) on diversity q = max{i : di  l}. for cluster_Ci with 1  i  q , compare with cluster Cj, j = q+1… m F = {the sensitive attribute values which are in Cj but not in Ci and have frequency greater than 1}. Find mi  min{(l  di ), F } of them which are closest to the tuples in Ci Interchange mi tuples between Ci (Those tuples with sensitive values > 1) and Cj s Increment the diversity of Ci by mi repeat till the diversity of all Ci is ’l’ or no cluster is left in {C j , q  1  j  m} for comparison Let L = {D1, D2,…Dr}, where each Di has diversity less than ‘ kl’ for j= 1 to r,compare with cluster Cp, p = j+1… r G = {the sensitive attribute values which are in Cp but not in Cj and have frequency greater than 1}. Find m j  min{(l  d j ), G } of them which are closest to the tuples in Cp Interchange mj tuples between Cp (Those tuples with sensitive values > 1) and Cj s Increment the diversity of Cj by mj If diversity of Ci  l for some 1  i  q then merge it with some cluster with diversity  l and closest to Ci



The main issue for MCSoN is to build a new layer to support a contract negotiation phase between mobile service providers and consumers and to monitor contract enforcement. Unfortunately, security, privacy, and trust are inherently non-quantitative and difficult to bargain,



but there should still be ways to assure customers that services are provided according to what a service provider claims in the contract. The dynamic nature of the cloud necessitates continuous monitoring of attributes to enforce security. Consumers might not completely trust measurements provided solely by a service provider, which might require agreed-upon third-party mediators to measure the critical service parameters and report violations.



6 CONCLUSION Social networks are growing rapidly and functioning far beyond the “list of friends” concept. Users want to express their identities and share information in restricted virtual communities. Social networks are driving the evolution of the Internet from a “flat” Web model towards a number of socially interconnected, user-centric websites using mobile devices. The “way of communicating” in Mobile Social Networking has evolved from point-to-point message exchanges between isolated users to group-oriented activities. As the network grows, the power of cloud computing into this is justified and has tremendous momentum in multiple service sectors. Several hacking groups are attacking MSoN services using spreading keyloggers, Trojans and other malicious tools. Sites in the relevent services must recognize the basic aspects of human social interaction and find strong and intuitive methods for implementing it on a software level while providing the necessary level of protection, privacy and trust. The cluster adjustment algorithm and the cluster l-diversity algorithm finds its applicability in social networks, mobile space and cloud computing. Also extensions can be made to incorporate t-closeness property to make the algorithms most effective toward anonymisation in the MCSon.
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